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I. ABSTRACT
The Obstacles to Advansement of Women in the Legal Field
Diane R. Winter

April

_

1, 2008

Non-Thesis (ML597) Project

This study presents an analysis of the obstacles that women lawyers face in
advancing from the early stages of their careers into equity ownership or other leadership

positions in law firms. It will also examine the issues that affect the advancement
opportunities of women into key leadership positions in law firms. In addition, the paper

will examine

gender bias, societal pressures and the requirements associated with the

profession and how those pressures have an especially adverse effect on women. This
paper

will

suggest what women can do for themselves and for other women to effect

change to the system. Finally, the paper

will demonstrate why it is also important to the

law firms to retain their women lawyers and will suggest steps the law firms and law
schools can take to improve the retention of women lawyers.
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II. METHODOLOGY
The decision to research the obstacles to women in law arose out of my personal
observations as a paralegal that women were underrepresented in the upper echelons

of the legal profession. My principal research question was to determine the reasons
that women lawyers are not reaching the upper eshelons and whether the barriers are
gender based or a combination of other factors. The project was designed to provide

documentation of the apparent obstacles, the solutions being suggested by
professionals and an analysis of my own thoughts on those obstacles and whether the
changes proposed by the professionals are likely to succeed. The underlying pulpose
was to understand more

fully the obstacles faced by women lawyers and to provide

some possible solutions to the problem in order to assist young women entering the

field.
The research methods used consisted of a literature review and an analysis

of

surveys conducted in Minnesota. Two specific surveys that I used were the surveys

of private law firms in Minnesota completed in 2002 and 2006, both of which were
conducted by the Minnesota State Bar Association. The aim of these surveys was to
gain a better understanding of the success, if any, the state of Minnesota has achieved

in its efforts to eliminate bias on the basis of gender and race. The first study focused
mainly on gender bias issues and the second study was a broader look at several
issues, including gender, race and ethnicity, sexual orientation, disabilities, religion
and creed. Both studies encompassed a broad number of lawyers and firms to obtain
as much feed back

from the majority of lawyers and law firms as possible. I also

found information from the Massachusefts and Michigan State Bar studies on lawyers
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and law firms to give the research a broader look at the problem outside

of

Minnesota. Selections of the results from those surveys are presented in the Exhibits
at the end of this paper and are cited as appropriate in the body of the paper.

The literature review consisted of an examination of the extensive research
conducted on this issue. The quantitative material available in the studies conducted
by the Minnesota State Bar Association provided the facts and figures. I conducted

fuither analysis, however, of documentation from books, journals , magazine articles
and newspaper articles. The documentation obtained from these sources assisted in

supporting the thesis that gender bias is a major reason women are not advancing, but
not the only issue. The books, articles and journals provided a more in-depth look at
the profession as a whole. They provided some suggestions as to what obstacles

outside of gender bias were affecting the advancement of women to leadership

positions in the legal field and provided some possible solutions to the problem.
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profession that should be in the forefront on equality, yet it is lagging far behind other

professions. According to Brockman, Evans and Reid (1992),

"if we cannot find equality

in the profession which is most involved in advocating equality where can we expect to

find it?" (p. 38). Male domination of the legal profession is firmly entrenched despite the
rapidly growing numbers of women lawyers. Without the advancement of women and
minorities, the legal profession will slowly deteriorate and the prestige it once held in
society will no longer be recognized. This is because the profession

will

lose too many

talented lawyers and will not keep up with the growing diversity in the business world.

According to Joel Henning, Senior Vice President of Hildebrandt International, "...firms
that can't hold onto their good women will have an inferior product. It's a stark
demographic reality" (Sherman, et al., 2003, p. 13).

Women lawyers have advanced steadily throughout history to the point that we
have had women on the United States Supreme Court and have had a woman as a United
States Attorney General. These token few, however, who have broken the subtle "glass

ceiling", are not enough. For those who did break the ceiling, the question is at what
cost. The struggle for equality will continue long into the future unless women begin to
break the subtle barriers that remain in effect in the legal profession. Current women
lawyers need to develop a foundation from which they can serve as mentors for future

women lawyers. The first step has begun by the fact that women today are entering into
the profession in roughly equal numbers to those of men. The fact remains that woman
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lawyers are starkly underrepresented in upper management levels. According to Martin
and Jarik (1996), "women now make up nearly a quarter of the legal profession and

nearly half of all law students, but their numerical gains have not yielded equivalent
increases in power or opportunities" (p. l0a).

Exhibit B contains

a chart

of statistical data from the study by the Minnesota State

Bar Association (2005) illustrating the gender composition of responding law firms. It
reveals that at the associate level, women are entering law firms at nearly equal numbers

to that of men; however, that is where the equality ends. Only 1B percent of equity
shareholders or partners and 22 percent of non-equity shareholders or partners are

women
The fact that women are not attaining the upper levels of management also has an

effect on the number of women that participate in key committees as described in Exhibit

C, That Exhibit points out the percentage of women serving on key committees,

such as

compensation, management or partnership selection committees, lags behind the total
percentage of women lawyers in Minnesota law

firms. With the exception of partnership

selection committees, there was no substantial improvement in female's representation on
committees between 1997 and 2005, as described in Exhibit C.

Women such as Martha Dorsett, the first woman admitted to practice law in
Minnesota (1878), set a precedent by striving to enter a male dominated profession and
succeeding even though they hit obstacles. According to Donna Fossum (1981), "The
admission of Belle Mansfield to the bar of Iowa in 1869 marked the beginning of what
has proved to be a long struggle by women to become

full members of the American

Legat Profession" (p. 578). This achievement is quite remarkable in an historical sense,
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because Mansfield was admitted to the bar 50 years before women obtained the right to

vote. With the foundation
need to strive

set by women such as Dorsett and Mansfield, women lawyers

for equality in the upper partnership ranks and become leaders that

contribute to the profession. The obstacles set by firms dominated by the "good ole boys

clubs", will continue unless women lawyers are willing to work to remove the obstacles,
as did Dorsett and Mansfield.

This paper will address the obstacles faced by women lawyers entering law firms,
such as professional requirements, societal norrns, gender bias and the glass ceiling that
are so subtle that they may seem nonexistent to the outside

world. This paper will

suggest possible solutions to assist women lawyers in their search for leadership

opportunities in the legal field. In an influential article, Sherman, et al., (L992),

"identifies five key retention factors for women: advancement opportunities, mentors,
better management, professional development opportunities and control over their work"

(p. 13). If law firms are not able to reverse the current trend of women lawyers leaving
law firms, the lack of leadership opportunities for women in the legal field will slowly
erode the quality of practice in the legal profession.

B. OBSTACLES
The obstacles in the legal profession are numerous and overwhelming to many
young associates. Krakauer and Chen (2003), described the obstacles facing young
women associates in their article, "Gender Barriers in the Legal Profession: Implications

for Career Development of Female Law Students":

A review of the literature confirmed that female lawyers continue
to face an array of barriers to achieving equality in their careers,
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including allocation of work, opportunities for advancement, income
differentials, lack of accommodation for family responsibilities, and
sexual harassment. These barriers to career advancement seem to
increase over time, and as women become increasingly dissatisfied,

they leave the profession in much higher proportions than do men
(p. 66).

This paper will address four key obstacles to a woman associate's successful entrance
into the upper management positions of law firms: professional requirements, societal
norrns, gender bias, and the "glass ceiling".

1. PROFESSIONAL REQUIREMENTS
a. Long Work Hours.
The characteristics of the legal profession are not family friendly. The most
obvious professional requirement creating an obstacle to women advancing in law firms
is the requirements of long work hours. According to Stiller Rikleen (2006),

..,in 1984,35% of the Respondents reported working in excess of 200
hours per month; by 1990, the number grew to 50%. Similarly, The

American Lawyer compared data from its 2005 survey of mid-level
associates report

billing

16% more than their 1986 counterparts (p. 53).

The number of hours required by the current management of the legal profession leaves

little time for social interaction for young lawyers to develop relationships or foster
strong family bonds with spouses and children. According to Martin and Jarik (1996),

"The ABA commission on the status of women in the profession (1988) noted that the

Augsburg College Library
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in 'dehumanized'

lawyers unable to relate to others with compassion or'render legal advice with a built in
sense of

reality"'(p. 153). For many young attorneys, their main responsibility right out

of law school is legal research for senior partners, who demand results, regardless of
family commitments or other commitments outside the firm. A large part of the
profession is driven by billable hours and the greater the number of hours billed by an
associate, the more choice assignments they may receive. High billable hours are a

crucial element to advancement for an associate in the firm. These hours spent
developing their careers come at a high price for women associates, because many
women are creating lasting relationships and becoming mothers at that time in their lives.

In addition to the long bitlable hours, the profession requires late night meetings
and social engagements that hinder women from being able to manage both a career and
a

family. It is difficult for these women to meet their billable hour requirements, let alone

fulfill the "rainmaker" requirements

expected of senior associates or partners.

According to Martin and Jarik (1996), "participation in the informal social world of
lawyers, after long hours of legal work, means that a legal career is defined as total

commitment to a workaholic schedule" (p. 123). Many business meetings and
networking opportunities take place at social functions that require young associates'
attendance after putting in a

full day on

the

job.

These meetings after hours can produce

a large array of advantages for young associates. When a woman associate has

family

commitments, it limits her ability to attend the necessary social requirements where
opportunities to create relationships with influential clientele occur. If the firm that she
works for requires a certain amount of clientele in order to obtain partnership, this limits
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her ability to move up the partnership ladder. Furthermore, community functions play a

role in obtaining future clients and getting an associate's name out in the community,
which then provides opportunities that strengthen an associate's position with a partner,
whomever the woman lawyer is trying to gain attention.

According to Sherman, et al. (2003), "...the single biggest source of
dissatisfaction in our profession is the inability to achieve work/life balance and the cause

of that inability is the number of hours lawyers are expected to work" (p. 16). How can
women lawyers balance a family life and the expectations placed on women as mothers
and wives, with the hours required by the profession, without feeling forced to leave law

firms and enter solo practice or corporations? Later on this paper will discuss possible
solutions to slow down the departure of women from law firms.

h. Different Career Paths.
Another obstacle is that women who choose this profession come out of law
school wanting to work in a law firm, but often do not have a firm grasp of the
requirements or paths to success. According to Krakauer and Chen (2003),

"...the traditional career path for male lawyers is to work as an
associate for six or seven years before becoming a partner with a law

firm...however women entering the profession tend to demonstrate
patterns that are less linear and that include more lateral movement,

more intemrptions in their careers, and a greater likelihood of

unemployment" (p. 68).
Krakauer and Chen (2003) fuither sited a 2000 study by Hull and Nelson who found that,

"In comparing the career paths of male and female lawyers, it appears that men and
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This different set

of choices, such as the ability to attend late night meetings without concerns for family,
has hindered women lawyers' opportunities to meet important clientele that would assist

in their advancement in the firm.
Women lawyers, who cannot

fulfill

the requirements for advancement in a law

firm, tend to leave or take a lateral position with other firms. See Exhibit I attached to
this paper, which demonstrates the number of male and female attorneys leaving law

firms. Kimberly Atkins' (2007) article states

the belief that the reason women leave,

"...is law firm environments that are not supportive...women leave because they feel like
they don't succeed weIl" (p. 32). Hesser-Biber and Carter (2005) further substantiate this

thought as they observed that "...men followed an uncomplicated, straightforward pattern

of career development,

a much more

complex career and life pattern characterized the

majority of women..." (p. l1).
The profession initially created these paths to success with the understanding that
men were going to be continuing to lead this profession. With the influx of women into
the profession, these paths to advancement are viewed as obstacles that many women

cannot overcome. Because of the barriers currently in place, some women do not feel
that they can find a worl</life balance that allows them to pursue their interests outside of
a law

firm atmosphere. A legal career associated with

a law

firm

causes some young

women associates to feel that they have little or no choice other than to decide on a career
outside a law firm.

This struggle between having a professional life and a personal life is nothing new
to many women. In Alexandra Howson's (1996) article reviewing Martha McMahon's
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book, "Engendering Motherhood: Identity and Self-Transformation in Women's Lives,"
Howson states, "The paradox of contemporary motherhood as both socially devaluing
and morally enhancing has been critically reclaimed by contemporary feminism" (p. I ).

Many young women lawyers struggle with the concept that if they choose to work parttime, all the work they put into fighting for choice assignments or clientele will be lost as
they will not feel part of the

firm. Theirperceived value to the firm may be lower as they

will not produce the billable hours, and it will put them

on a slow track to partnership or a

worse fate of never becoming a partner who can pursue leadership opportunities.

Many women leaving law school view themselves as lawyers because they are not
tied to a family. Once they become mothers they begin to question who and what they
really are, either a lawyer or a mother, but not both. Kenneth J. Gergen (1991) states,

"Her expressions of self cannot be separated from their social consequences" (p. 4).
Women continue to define themselves by our current society's belief that women should
be employed outside the home, but not to the extent that she forgets her "natural" calling.

Finding a work/life balance is difficult in many ways, but with the current requirements
of the tegal profession, it is next to impossible for most women. This struggle is also
becoming an issue for many male lawyers who have wives that work outside the home.

As our society progresses, this profession will continue to struggle with the issues of
balancing work and family.
Understanding the demands placed on young associates and the factors that relate

to a women's gender, is crucial to the struggle for women's advancement to partnership.

A woman who chooses to have

a

family knows that she will have to wait longer than

a

male to become a partner with leadership responsibilities. The fact that a young lawyer
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who chooses to go part-time will be behind in the race for partnership is not necessarily
unfair or based on her gender. The fact that women are more likely to need to work parttime due to children is a factor that should be taken into consideration. Williams and
Calvert's (2001) study on part-time and flex-hours found:

"ninety percent of the women lawyers surveyed by the National
Law Journal said that working part-time or flex-time hurts
legal career. ..a report of the Women's Bar Association

a

woman's

of

Massachusetts (the Massachusetts study) published in 2000 found:

-Three out of four partnership-track associates reported that they
believed that their reduced schedules had already affected their
road to partnership or would do so in the future...Roughly

one-fourth of those respondents felt their skills or they
professionals were devalued.

..

as

Forty-three percent reported that

their substantive work assignments had been affected" (p. 14).
The majority of male associates do not need to look at part-time hours due to family

responsibilities. Once a woman chooses to make family

a

priority, the studies support

that they are then viewed as less committed. Due to this perceived "lack

of

commitment", senior partners, who are mostly male, view the part-time candidates as less
desirable and

will

c. Disillusionment

pass them by for partnership.

-

Cause v. Client

Another aspect of the law firm practice is that many women lawyers come into
the practice with the natural orientation to want to practice in areas that they feel strongly

about, which some may call "cause oriented" lawyers. For the most petr, the practice

of
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law is not based on causes, but based on client service. Women have a stronger sense
that they will and can make a difference by taking on "causes" to make the world a better

place. The legal field is not designed as a field where women can focus on a particular
cause. It is particularly difficult to do it in the law firms of today due to the number and
sizes of the

firms. According to Lauren Stiller Rikleen (2006), "'Women frequently

describe their initial feelings of arriving at their firms excited by the opportunity to focus
on the substantive challenges: to do interesting work and to do it well...the male
associates more frequently arrive hardwired to develop a quick understanding of the

internal politics of the firm" (p.45).This important distinction between male lawyers and
women lawyers is crucial in that their expectations when they enter the legal field are so
apparently different.

As these "cause oriented" women become more integrated into the profession,
they often become disillusioned with the practice of law. Aceording to Tucker and

Niedzjelko (1994), "...whatever motivates people to enter the legal profession continues
to motivate them consistently throughout their legal career and is the basis for their
decision-making" (p. 6). Many women want to make the world a better place and are
disillusioned very quickly when they realize that the practice of law in a law firm is not
generally about bringing about change, but about applying existing laws, serving clients
and making money. This disillusionment causes some woman to leave law firms or to
seek other outlets to pursue their causes.

d. Growth and Specialization of Firms.
Another obstacle hindering the advancement of women lawyers is the growth of
law firms during the last few decades as well as the specialization of the practice of [aw.
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Martin and Jarik (1996) state, "as in other occupations undergoing rapid integration,
changing job queues and expanded demand for women have enabled them to enter the

field, but women have come into the law as it becomes more stratified, bureaucratized
and specialized and as it suffers declining prestige" (p.

110). The rapid growth of law

firms has caused new and specialized bureaucratic obstacles, which have been placed on
law firms that once had clear linear pathways to success. These large firms are
developing new sets of advancement rules and the clear understanding of how an
associate advances has been affected by the bureaucratic nature of the

firms' politics.

Due to an increased amount of specialization, it has become critical for an associate to be
assigned to a certain area of

practice. After an associate spends a significant amount of

time developing an expertise in one area of [aw, it becomes difficult to switch to another
area

of law.
Rising to partnership level is difficult for women lawyers who are assigned to an

are1 which offers few opportunities to obtain new clients or lacks high fee generating

clients. File assignment is a crucial aspect that is limiting women's advancement to
partnership. According to Stiller Rikleen (2006), "...related research is that women
facing the institutional impediment of an inequitable or arbitrary assignment process do
not necessarily benefit by proving their value through involvement in those firm
committees where the work is neither recognized nor rewarded" (p. 46).
There are also some areas of practice that are more lucrative than others, and
women lawyers tend to be directed toward the areas of practice where they have few,
Eny, possibilities for advancement, such as family or criminal

if

Iaw. According to Hesser-

Biber and Carter (2005), "Women are often placed in career positions with a low
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possibility for power. This is a central reason why they do not move up within their
respective organizations" {p.217). So recognition by partners as having the ability to do
the

job is an obstacle that is inherently obvious by the way in which

a law

firm places its

women associates. Moving into a position where the major clients of the firm recognize

your ability will foster an increase in file assignments.
e.

Lack of Mentoring.
Associates who understand the importance of recognizing who's who in the firm

can make the difference between moving up the partnership ladder and remaining in a

low position of authority. Hesser-Biber and Carter (2005) state "How fast an employee
rises up the pyramid is partly dependent on the degree to which he or she is 'groomed'

for success and the degree to which he or she 'networks' with influential people both

within and outside the organization" (p.21$. Associates who make themselves more
"available" to a senior partner are rnore likely to get choice assignments and meet

influential clients. Being available to attend social engagements or volunteering on local
non-profit boards for example can lead to recognition by senior partners.
Having the right senior partner as a mentor can be crucial to a young associate in
obtaining the assignments where the associate becomes noticed and utilized. Stiller
Rikleen (2006) states that the "...failure to secure increasingly complex and challenging
assignments

will doom

an attorney's prospects for advancement"

(p.47). Having senior

partners recognize an associate's quality of work can be the deciding factor in getting an
assignment that allows an associate to be recognized by clientele; which is imperative to
an associate's

visibility to other clients. Visibility by high profile clientele allows

an

associate the potential of obtaining her own clients, which is another crucial aspect

of
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obtaining partnership in many law firms. According to Dorsey & Whitn?y,a law firm in
Minnesota, "one of the most important factors at play is the ability to generate business
and provide direct client service" (Lore, 2007a, p.

l2).

Women need "...the backing of others in positions of power and influence and
women still have a harder time than men finding those people to sponsor them...having a

client or community leader advocate on her behalf can be as powerful as having a partner
do so" (Sherman et a1., 2003,p.22). Without the necessary backing, many lawyers
become disiltusioned by the process and find themselves going outside the profession to

find setf-fulfiilment. Korzec (2003) stated that a young litigator after the birth of her first
child was "...quickly disillusioned by a combination of schedule creep and undesirable

work assignments"

(p 16). These inabilities

to network within or outside the firm, lack

of decent assignments, inability to work a flexible schedule, causes many women to
remain stagnant in the lower positions of the firms for whom they are employed. They
are not able to break into the upper echelons of management, so the options available to

them are to become career associates that never have the chance to move to where they

could become an influential leader in the firm or leave the law firm setting altogether.
Many women lawyers who have advanced through the ranks feel that they had to
sacrifice and so should the women entering the law firms. Instead of being supportive
and assisting these young women lawyers as mentors, many of the upper management

female lawyers state, "I had to give up a lot. You [should] too" (Sherrnan et aI.,2003, p.

26). This attitude is yet another obstacle that young women lawyers face when entering
law firms and the most damaging factor is the fact that it comes from other women who
should be supportive and yet are not.
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2. SOCIETAL ]\IORMS
Our social structure has throughout the ages hindered the advancement of women.
Many of the professional requirements previously described are due in part to societal
norms and cannot be ignored. Breaking down the social barriers is as crucial to a

woman's career as it is in finding a work/life balance. Hesser-Biber and Carter (2005)
indicated

"lt

is not biological determinism, but the socialization of individuals-which

occurs within the contexts of the family, the educational system, the peer group and the
popular media-that ultimately has dramatic influences on gender inequality and the
facts of working woman" (p. 138).

With the advancement of women into the work force, the male dominated field of
law has struggled to maintain its gender privilege by keeping obstacles that hinder a
woman's ability to advance. O'Leary and Ickovics (1992) state, "One key factor is sex
role stereotypes, female sex role stereotypes
about women

- inaccurate or partially inaccurate beliefs

- provide the foundation upon which prevailing notions about women's

ability to manage or lead effectively as executives are laid" (p. 8). This concept is deeply
imbedded into our society. The rest of this section will explore several sex role
stereotypes or societal norrns that are hindering the advancement of women in the legal

field.
a. Perceived Role in the Home:
Women have been educated throughout history to believe that their primary

responsibilities were focused on the maintenance of the home and the raising of the

children. On the other hand, men were raised to believe that their responsibilities were to
work to provide the financial security for the family. According to Fredman (1998),
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"legal systems throughout the centuries have treated women as subordinate to men" (p.

l). When a woman attempted to step out of those boundaries set by men, she was
admonished severely or discredited to the point of losing all she had, leaving her to
despicable occupations or worse by being abandoned by society entirely.

Atthough this stereotypical role of women has been slowly diminishing in many
professions, the field of law has created barriers that may not be just stereotypically
gender biased, but, nonetheless, are just as debilitating. The barriers are definitely harder
on young women entering the field, than on young men, because of our societal nonns

regarding the differences between men and women's responsibilities. Since our legal
system has been forced to face the era of women entering the work force, the male

domination of this field has persisted with the use of subtle barriers and because of these
obstacles many women have been forced to choose between their careers and their

personal life.
Women are seen as less committed to their family if they work outside the home
and

if they are committed to their family, they are seen

as less committed to their shosen

profession. According to Blodgett (1986), "When you're talking about sexual attitudes, a

lot of it is cultural and learned at a very early age. It's not examined or reflected upon its
second nature..." (p.

53). Our cultural norms for centuries have been that a woman's

place was in the home. Women who were forced to work outside the home were to be

pitied, not admired. With the onset of World War II, many women went to work out of
necessity and found that they liked the responsibility and challenges associated with a

career. As women have become career oriented their family responsibilities have not
changed. According to Sandra Fredman (1998) in her book "'Women and the Law,"
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"Time-budget studies of families in which both adults earn income outside the home
show that women consistently do more housework and child care then men, often as
much as six times more" (p. 143). Women, who have chosen to have a career and a

family, find that their responsibilities have not changed at home and the responsibilities
in their career choice often conflict. This is particularly true in the legal profession where
young associates have extremely high requirements of billable hours, social

responsibilities after hours, and business client development needs that conflict with

family responsibilities. The conflicts between family and career "are not conducive to
achieving a healthy work-life balance" (Krakauer and Chen, 2003, p. 68), which is

crucial for many young women.
h. Women are Perceived as Soft and Emotional:
Some stereotypes portray women as being soft and emotional to the point of being

unstable. Timothy Harper (1995) states: "if
she would often'become

a

woman lawyer succeeded academically,

gentlemen.' That means that they train [women] themselves to

be less emotional, more conservative, more aggressive and less tolerant..." (p.

1). One

way women felt that they could advance their careers would be by taking on the more
masculine role of being strong and unbending. However, if women chose this way

of

attempting to advance their careers, they were often labeled as being a bitch. However,
a woman

lawyer was not able or willing to commit to the more masculine ways of the

profession, she was presumed to be less competent. Blodgett (1986) confirmed this in
her article where in she stated that, "For women lawyers, there is no presumption by
others that we are competent professionals..." (p.

49). Why women

are perceived to be

less competent because they are allegedly more emotional or feminine is

ludicrous, The

if
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legal profession has advanced some since the day when former U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O'Conner, who graduated third in her class at Stanford Law School,
could only get a legal secretary job offer in the 1950's (Stiller Rikleen,2006, p. l0).

O'Conner went on to prove she was a competent attorney and judge who fought her way
to the top of her profession by using her intelligence and compassion.

Why then does the legal profession continue to hinder the growth of women in the
legal ranks of partnership? According to Martin and Jarik ( I 996), ".

.

.

the reason for

men's resistance to women lawyers likely has to do with the law's close relationship to
power in our society" (p. 103). When women succeed, the issues of power in our country

will

be affected because of women's emotional and compassionate strengths.

c. Perceived Role as a

Mother:

Another serious obstacle to a woman attorney's advancement is the role of
motherhood and its effects on women's children. For many women, their entrance into
the legal profession as a lawyer also marks the time they are getting married and

beginning a family. Unless a woman has a husband who is willing and able to
accommodate a wife who has to work the number of hours required for the profession,
women lawyers feel that they are forced to choose their careers over their families.

According to Krakauer and Chen (2003), "Whereas male lawyers make career moves to
pursue better opportunities, female lawyers are more likely to make changes based on

family or personal reasons" (p. 68). It is still the norm in our society for women to care
for their minor children, which prevents many women lawyers from attending late night
meetings with influential clients. When late night meetings are scheduled with an

influential client, many women have to care for their children, a fact of life that reflects
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society's norrns. This has not changed for many women; the majority of the

responsibility for family care giving continues to lie with the mother. ("Why law firms

camot afford to maintain the mommy track", 1996, p. 1375). Women associates, if they
do not have the support of a husband, miss opportunities that many male
associates obtain, because men do not have the family obligations that women associates
have when it comes to childrearing.

d. Perceived Lack of Commitment for Working Part-Time:

Women continue to struggle on a daily basis with the work/life balance that many
male attorneys do not face when advancing in their careers (Sherman et al., 2003, p. 12).

Women lawyers, who choose to work part-time during this critical time of development
in their career, have the "...stigma often associated with part-time work; if a lawyer
decides to work part-time; often she is seen as less committed and competent. This

initial

miss assessment begins a destructive cycle. .." (Sherrnan et al., 2003, p. 19). Once a

Iawyer is determined, in the eyes of the partners, to lack commitment, her career can take
a downward spiral, which leads to limited career choices. Such attorneys may make a

lateral transfer to another law flrm or, if they feel drastic action is necessary, they may
leave the profession altogether. Another false assumption about women lawyers is

"...that awoman will not

be as committed to herprofession as aman and that she

will

either leave or ask for special treatment" (Sherman et al., 2003, p. 26). Although neither
assumption is true, both are obstacles that seem to hinder many women lawyers'
advancement opportunities.
Korzec (2003) states, "In a 2001 ABA study, a third of women lawyers and over

half of male lawyers doubted that women lawyers could manage the roles of lawyer,
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wife, and mother simultaneously and successfully" (p.

l5).

Women lawyers continue to

struggle against societal norms as much as they struggle for equal rights.
3. GENDER BIAS

With the advancement of feminism in our society, the struggle of identity for
women in professions that are male dominated continues to play a role in creating
obstacles that are now becoming more subtle, yet nonetheless

real. Sherman et al. (2003)

further states,
"'Women now make up such a large proportion of lawyers that
many people believe the struggle for equality has been won and
that to call attention to gender differences would set women back.
Deborah Rhode has labeled this the 'no problem problem'
because women's increasing representation in the profession
masks-and therefore peryetuates-the harsher reality of practice.

While equality has been achieved at the entry level, research
and experience show that conditions are not equal..."

(p.22).
The tegal profession was one of the most crucial factors in creating equal rights for

others. Why is this profession lagging behind? According to Wildman (2000), "...the
structures and practices of our society, and the legal profession that is a part of it,

including law school admissions, have produced a system that privileges maleness and
whiteness" (p. 431).
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Gender bias has been an issue in every professional field dominated by their male

counterparts since women entered the working world. How women reacted to situations
was stereotyped as either too masculine or too feminine.

"This behavior is gender directed and inappropriate...it takes
the woman out of that professional context and focuses attention
on her as a woman, to be appraised for her appearance, rather than

her ability... [these behaviors] undermine a female lawyer's

credibility and professionalism which in turn reflects on how well
her client is represented" (Brockman et al., 1992, p. 59-60).

Many women feel they "...face a double bind or a lose-lose situation. If a woman takes
on a leadership role (presently defined by masculine characteristics) she is described as

'pushy, unfeminine and temperamental'; if she takes on a more feminine approach she is

'motherly, indecisive or weak" (Brockman et al., 1992, p. 52). Clients tend to base their
views of a lawyer on a male model, making it difficult for women to act in a way that is
natural to their personal style.
Women today are achieving the upper echelons of many corporate and
professional areas, however their achievements in the legal field remains stagnate.

"Women remain grossly underrepresented in management positions.

Only
7

Sa/o

of the managing partners at large law firms are women.

5% of women attorneys feel they are being held to a higher

standard than their male counterparts, and only 24% of women

attorneys feel chances for advancement are equal to those of their
male counterparts" (Sherman et al., 2003 , p.26).
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With these statistics, the issue of gender bias cannot be ignored. Gender has
played a role for many years in this profession. With the significant numbers of women
entering law school and becoming young associates, they should have achieved greater
numbers in upper management by now. Clearly, the obstacles continue to limit the entry

of women into management and equity shareholder or partnership positions.
According to Hagen (1990), "the number of U.S. women lawyers has increased
over the last 15 years from about 10,000 to well over 100,000" (p. 835). Then why do
the statistics show that "...89% of the partnerships were held by men..." (Born et al.,

1999,p. 37). The current situation is that men continue to hold the uppermanagement
positions and the current trends do not seem to be changing at the rate that many feel they
should be changing.
The tables in Exhibit G illustrate the lack of progress between 1995 and 2000 in
the number of women making partner. The first table compares the percentage of men
and women eligible for partner who actually make partner. While that table indicates that

firms have admitted a higher percentage of eligible women than eligible men, the actual
number of women admitted as partners remained relatively constant. The second table
compares the percentage of male and female lawyers who are eligible for partner. That

table indicates the percentage of lawyers eligible for partners who are women was

moving downward during the 1995 to 2000 period. Those two tables illustrate an effort
by firms to increase the women in leadership positions by admitting a higher percentage
of eligible women as partners. It is also clear from those tables, however that those
efforts are not having results because not enough women are meeting the eligibility
standards for partnership.
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The question is why are men continuing to hold the lead over women in the
leadership positions within law firms? Research has shown that this is due in part to the
issue of gender bias. Hagen (1990) suggests "most studies of lawyers sample too few

women to address issues of gender stratification" (p. 836). With the limited number

of

women in the upper management levels of law firms it is understandable that the gender
bias issue has remained stagnant. It does not explain the reason why women who have
been lawyers for ten or fifteen years remain in lower level positions, when their male

counterparts are in the upper levels gaining the prestige and monetary gains that women
are

not. Martin and Jarik (1996) confirmed, "although women made up24o/o of the legal

profession by 1990 (ABA commission, 1993) their numerical gains have not yielded
equivalent increases in power, status, and income" (p. 1 15).
The reason some believe that this is occurring is because women are being placed

in practice areas where meeting and entertaining with high level clients is not feasible and
where developing these practice areas is next to impossible. Hesser-Biber and Carter

(2005) stated, "...behavior is a function of position. If you place men in a structurally
powerless position, they too would exhibit the same traits thought to belong to women as
a category" (p.

218). Women come in hoping to impress their partners by their hard work

and perseverance and men come in looking for the right partner that

will

assist them in

gaining their ultimate goa[, that of partner. Once a male establishes the right partner to
assist him, he then begins receiving the

"right" assignments in order to impress the other

partners that need to be impressed. Stiller Rikleen (2006) supports the idea that

"...the

distribution of assignments is socially constructed in a world where gender stereotypes

still operate" (p. 46).
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When questioned as to whether or not men perceive gender as an issue in the legal

field, "Men claim to be unaware of the diverse forms of gender bias behavior" (Martin
and Jarik,1996, p.

lal). The obliviousness

of male attorneys who 'Just don't see it"

describes the situation that many young associates have to deal with on a daily basis.

Exhibit F illustrates how \4roman feel that they are demeaned just because of their
gender. For example 53 percent of women agreed that they were addressed by first
names or terms of endearment wherein

only

14 percent of men had a similar response. In

addition, 69 percent of female attorneys were asked if they were attorneys wherein only
24 percent of male attomeys were asked this same question.
This obvious lack of understanding of the issue causes additional problems that in
the long run force many young women associates to leave the practice of law altogether.

According to Fisher (2004),

"if

statistics mean anything (a debatable premise, but highly

effective in court) discrimination againstwomen is more pervasive in law firms thanjust
about anywhere" (p.

l).

Discrimination by gender is the most noticeable, but highly

difficult to prove with the current state of affairs. Law firms can logically explain that
the reason a woman did not receive partnership over a male associate is due to the after
hour efforts, billable hours (especially

if family responsibilities play a role), investment in

clientele marketing, etc. With the criteria set for the current partnership track, many
women f,rnd it next to impossible to have a family and make senior partner. According to

Lore (2007),

"if an associate's

hours are consistently low and there is no explanation for

that, then they aren't going to be considered for shareholder status" (p. 12).

According to Brockman, et al. (1992),

"In 1988, MAWL (Minnesota Association of Women Lawyers)
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released a report an Gender Equality in the Courfs, which

concluded that 'a great many stereotypical assumptions are
made about women litigants and lawyers and much discrimination

is experienced by them" (p. 39).
These "assumptions" are made mainly due to the gender gap between women's priorities
and men's

priorities. Many will agree that men and women process information

differently and will

assess a

problem in different ways. Cultural and soeial norms have

long held women in social restraints due to the belief that a woman's role, as a mother
and a homemaker were her primary role in society.

A woman's family responsibilities

have in a woman's view hindered their ability to be seen or heard by their partners
because they were at home when their male counterparts were taking part

in late night

meetings. Marie Wilson (2004) believes that, "Female leaders are simply an unfamiliar

sight-an enormous

issue

if we are to put women in equal power" (p. 129)

Another aspect of the gender issue in the legal field is the "token" woman
syndrome. Many women who have penetrated the "glass ceiling" find that once in the
position, they continue to be hindered by their gender and social norms. "The effects of
being a token include both greater visibility on the job and social visibility due to
boundary heightening" (Martin and Jarik , 1996, p.

13

7). Although they have penetrated

the upper crust of the law firms, they continue to be invisible to many clients as well as

other partners. Having to consistently defend herself to her partners and to a society not

willing to accept her for who

she is, causes further stressors that many of her male

partners never have to face. Women lawyers have to think about

"the'masculinity' and

'femininity' of their demeanor ...constantly when they appear in Court" (Blodgett, 1986,
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p. 50) even when they have reached the upper echelons of the law firms. Male lawyers
do not have to think in terms of how they will present themselves to the Court, only in

how they will work their case. So once a woman lawyer has succeeded by most
standards, she continues to have the issue of her gender as a factor of her everyday life.

Furthermore, being a token woman in the higher position does not afford these
women lawyers the luxury of other women for support when issues arise that affect their

firms. Without the backing of senior partners, the opinions of young women associates
may not be heard when decisions are made that could hurt those women associates'

ability to advance. Many of the firms will comment that they are inclusive of women
when they have a single female lawyer in the upper ranks. When the ratio of men to
women is considered, those firms do not appear so inclusive.
4. GLASS CEILING
The "glass ceiling" in the legal field is caused by a combination of gender bias,
societal norrns and the requirements of the profession described earlier. If neither gender
bias nor societal noffns were present, then the idea of a "glass ceiling" would be nonexistent in the legal field. O'Leary and Ickovics (1992) state, "In order to crack the glass

ceiling, it is critical to understand the perceptual and cognitive mechanisms that maintain
stereotypic characterizations of women and men as different despite the overwhelming

similarities in managerial behavior" (p. 16). The term "glass ceiling" is described as "an
unacknowledged discriminatory barrier that prevents women and minorities from rising
to positions of power or responsibility. . ." (American Heritage Dictionaries, 2007 , p. I ).
The legal field has long upheld its lofty ideals by placing barriers that maintain their
status

quo. Intentional or unintentional is not the issue.
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The glass-ceiling barrier that has been erected in this field remains and is
hindering the advancement of women to positions of leadership. Sekaran and Leong
(1992) state that the "glass ceiling"

is ". . .so subtle that it is transparent, yet so strong

that

it prevents women and minorities from moving up the management hierarchy" (p. x).
This "glass ceiling" has resisted the changing tides for longer than has most professions.
According to the "2005 Self-Audit for Gender and Minority Equity" conducted by the
Minnesota State Bar Association,

"...for every three men that made equity partner in

2005, two women made equity partner..." (p. 10). This is an improvement in the number

of women making partner from 1995 to 2000, but the statistical data in Exhibit H shows
that the improvement is very limited. From 1995 through 2000, the percentages

of

women lawyers in Minnesota that made partner remained relatively constant. A related
f,rnding in the Minnesota State Bar Association 2005 Self-Audit for Gender and

Minority

Equity found that, "...the percentage of women leaving equity partner positions was
more than twice as high as men leaving such positions" (p. 10). The number of women
leaving law firms for other opportunities shows that these women are not staying long

term. The inability of women to maintain the equity partnership standard

causes great

concern to women. The requirements to maintain a position of leadership in these law

firms has created subtle barriers that so limit a woman lawyer's ability to practice law
that she seeks opportunities outside the firm.

Many leave firms to go to a corporate setting or start their own solo practice.
According to Tucker and Niedzjelko (1994), "...women are more likely to go into solo
practice as a first job than are men" (p. 15). Many argue that women make the voluntary
choice to go it alone or choose to limit their opportunities and that the decision is "simply
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a reflection of women's own interests" (Tucker and

Niedzjelko, 1994, p. 6). If this line

of thinking were accurate, why would the ratio of women to men in upper management
not begin to equahze? Women are entering law school in roughly equal numbers to men
and have been doing so for a number of years. Exhibit

A illustrates the increase from

8.5%of women law students in 1970 to S}Yoof law students in 2005. Exhibit E
illustrates that the ratio of male attorneys accepting associate positions within law firms

to female attorneys accepting such positions has remained relatively constant between
1996 and 2000, ranging

from 1.5 to 1.0 in 1996 to

1.4

to 1.0 in 2000. Exhibit E also

illustrates, however, that male lawyers received partnership offers at a significantly

higher ratio than female lawyers from 3.5 to 1.0 in 1995 to 4.3 to 1.0 in 2000. These
statistics lead to the inevitable conclusion that a "glass ceiling" still exists for women in
the legal professions, and the situation does not appear to be improving. The rest of the
paper

will analyze possible solutions.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The findings described above are somewhat suqprising in that the obstacles to the

advancement of women in the legal firms are not as clear-cut as one might think. As I
began the project, I thought that this was a clear gender bias issue.

I found that gender

bias does play a large part in creating a subtle "glass ceiling" to women's advancement in

the legal field; however, the findings suggest that obstacles to women in the legal field

include a combination of gender bias and professional requirements, which are influenced
by societal norms. Women will continue to struggle to break through the "glass ceiling"
to advance in the legal field, unless this combination of obstacles can be overcome.
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More and more women are working in professional careers and the women

working in high power positions have become more and more accepted by society.
Women are now being seen as capable of holding top positions in companies and in the

government. A role model who has proven that women can be in positions of power and
perform at the highest-level possible is Sandra Day O'Conner. She was in one of the
most powerful positions in the world and proved to many that a woman can handle any

position, even in a male dominated profession. Society is changing because women are
not afraid to take on positions that require strength of character, strength of will and more
importantly, intelligence. Women are as qualified and have the same abilities as men and
society is beginning to realize that the issue of gender can no longer be the basis

of

discrimination.

A. WHY THIS ISSUE IS IMPORTANT TO LAW FIRMS.
This is an important issue to the law firms as well to women. The firms that are
not able to retain women lawyers and advance them to top ownership and management
positions may not remain competitive in the market. Women are becoming CEOs

of

Fortune 500 companies, Secretaries of State, etc. As women in leadership positions in
corporations and government continue to rise, so

will the need for women attorneys in

law firms. The women leaders in corporations and government will likely expect the law
firms they hire to exhibit the same level of diversity that they are experiencing. Women
are entering law school in roughly equal numbers to their male counterparts and have
done so for a number of years. Yet women make up less then 20% of the partners of law

firms in the United States. Ginsberg (2005) pointed out that only "...14 percent of
general counsels today are women..." (p.

3). This disparity will

become more and more
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evident if the legal community does not begin to address the issues of gender bias,
professional restrictions and the education of the young lawyers entering the field.
Women CEOs will begin to look for firms with fairly representative numbers of women

in upper management. If that equity is only present in a few law firms, those law firms

will probably gain a huge competitive

advantage over law firms that continue to restrict

or take only a token woman in their leadership positions.

Another important fact along these same lines is the current trend that other career
fields, which were formerly dominated by one gender, are no longer dominated by either
gender. The legal field cannot ignore the fact any longer that companies want a diverse
selection of individuals to help them make their decisions. Women bring very valuable
assets to the table, as do men, and the profession should recognize

it.

With society

becoming rnore diverse, law firms need the same diversity in order to attract and retain
the top law students, both men and women. The fact that women are a key to the
enhancement and prestige of the profession as a whole, especially to law firms, is

becoming crucial to having a strong pool from which to pick from when hiring. Without

diversity in the field, law firms will continue to struggle with meeting the demands of
their clientele.
Law firms need to recognize the importance of providing consistent legal
representation and to do that they must retain their young associates, in particular women.
The data support the fact that high tum over rates has plagued the legal profession.

Stiller Rikleen (2006) stated,

"A Managing Partner of a national law firm emphasized his view
of 'the business case' for client involvement, stating that nothing
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will

change a law

firm's culture faster than hearing from clients that

work/family balance issues should be a priority because it is

a

client's own economic self-interest...he believed that his partners
would understand that attorney retention was a client-driven problem... "
(p. 3 86).

With the competition for clients growing, law firms must care about retaining their clients
and one important aspect of that concern is the fact that law firms struggle to maintain

their young associates whom they are grooming to take over eventually as partners of the

firm.

These young associates are introduced to the client and become familiar with their

requirements. If a law firm consistently has to introduce a new associate to a client, that

client may go elsewhere to find more stable representation.
Furthermore, law firms, which are not able to retain their associates,

will incur

costs related to recruiting and training replacements. Training young lawyers is a full

time occupation for many partners in law firms. Many of the young associates are
responsible for all motion and discovery preparations, giving partners more time to
market the firm to new and old clients. These associates, once groomed ) are the reason

law firms can market competitively with other law firms. Law firms are beginning to
realize that their efforts to retain their women associates can have positive effects on the

overall status of a firm with its clients as well as with its financial security.

B. WHAT LAW FTRMS CAN DO TO CREATE CHANGE.
It would be a misconception to say that there is not a "glass ceiling" in the legal
profession. There is no doubt that male attorneys, many of whom

will

be leaving the field

via retirement, dominate the profession. Furthermore, there is no doubt that there are
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some male attorneys who would probably prefer to maintain the status quo (hierarchy
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of

domination). These men are also extremely intelligent men who realize that the era
where women were not needed has passed and the push for retaining the top graduates of

law schools, including women, has begun. Pursuing a more diversified profession will
only enhance the prestige of the profession. The leading male attorneys cannot stagnate
and allow the current trend to continue. They must begin changing their views and

finding ways to retain women as equity partners in order to create a stronger and more
respected profession.

An article written by Timothy L. O'Brien ( 2006) states it quite clearly:
"Although women certainly leave firms to become more actively
involved in child-rearing, recent detailed studies indicate that female
lawyers often feel pushed into that choice and would prefer to
maintain their careers and a family if a structure existed that allowed
them to do so" (p. 3).

It brings the issue right back to the requirements of the profession and the issue of
gender. This profession is not conducive to having both a family and a career as it is
presently structured.

Williams and Calvert (2001) describe the choices available to law firms in their
report as follows:

"Law firms have a choice between two basic strategies', said John
W. Nields, Jr. of Howrey Simon Arnold & White, LLP. 'They can
either adopt a short-term strategy by paying ever-higher salaries, or
a long-term strategy

of retaining the best lawyers by offering
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them a life" (p. l0).
The answer is astoundingly simple, yet the trend of unreasonable hours has continued to

this day. Because of the demand on associates for billable hours, associates that have
chosen to work reduced or part-time hours have found that their position in the law

firm

has diminished and partnership is unlikely.

With the advent of alternate schedules in many professions the legal comrnunity
has been forced to acknowledge and attempt to integrate this new

work style. The issue of

alternative schedules adversely affects many attorneys' advancement opportunities and in
some cases negates any hope of advancing through a law firm to positions of influence
and leadership opportunities. Women are the main users of these alternate schedules,

which can include wbrking from home or working fewer hours during the week.
According to Rebecca Korzec (2003), "...a young litigator...after the birth of her first
child...began working three days a week at 60 percent salary. However, she quickly
became disillusioned by a combination of schedule creep and undesirable work

assignments" (p. 16). The combination of a lack of desirable work assignments and the

feelings of needing to put more hours in has an adverse affect on the alternate schedules
that most women attorneys feel are necessary in order to have a family. Women
attorneys struggle with their personal desire to

fulfill their dream of being

an attorney and

having leadership roles within the law firms for whom they work.

Law firms must begin to realize the importance of advocating alternative work
styles. According to the study conducted by Joan Williams and Cynthia Thomas Calvert

(2001), "Lack of flexibility in scheduling fuels attrition, which is expensive...a finn loses
$

1

million every time five associates walk out the door" (p. 4). The fees generated by
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and salary paid to associates in firms like mine in out state Minnesota are significantly
less than those for the firms in Washington, D.C. included in the Williams and Calvert

study, so the loss per departing associate is likely to be about

$

100,000.00 instead of the

$200,000.00 observed in that study. The issue is the same, however when a firm loses its
female attorneys, for whatever reason, it loses money.

Law firms that have implemented policies to allow flexible hours and alternative
schedules are the firms who are retaining their women lawyers, but at a cost to the

attomey's advancement opportunities. It was stated earlier that the current trend of
women leaving law firms can and will have a devastating affect on the legal field.
Partners are beginning to realize the necessity in maintaining their young female

attorneys and many law firms are doing so by implementing policies that allow woman to
have more flexible schedules. The report by the Minnesota State Bar Association,

however, shows that women are taking advantage of this opportunity even though it may
affect their advancement opportunities in law firms. Exhibit D illustrates the fact that
women used to be more likely to use alternative schedules than men, but the trend has
been changing.

In 1995,61 percent of the lawyers using alternative

schedules were

women and that percentage rose lo 64 percent in 2000. By 2005, that percentage was
reduced to 43 percent.

As described previously in this paper, Exhibit G illustrates the fact that once
women become eligible for partner, they are admitted as partners at a higher rate than

men. The problem, however, is the fact that the professional requirements and social
norrns described previously in this paper are preventing women lawyers from becoming

eligible for partner at comparable rates to men. Exhibit G illustrates that in 1995, 35
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percent of the eligible attorneys for partner were female and that number had decreased to
29 percent in 2000. This is a significant decrease in the percentage of women becoming

eligible to be considered for partner and is still far less than the percentage of women
being admitted as associates.

Williams and Calvert (2001) suggested an approach to part-time schedules that
may "produce results for the firm, [is that of] a balanced hours program which has to be
supported from the top" (p. 29). They believed that in order to have the greatest impact in

maintaining women lawyers in the legal field, law firms should adopt a balanced hours

policy for their part-time attorneys which provides for proportionate expectations for
billable and non-billable hours, proportionate salaries, benefits and bonuses and
promotions to partnership based on the same criteria as other attomeys.
Another aspect that law firms need to address is a mentoring program, which
would improve many women lawyers' advancement opportunities and assist them in
developing their abilities and strengths. A man in senior management with 20 or more
years of experience stated in an interview for the Minnesota State Bar Association in the

2005 survey,

"...I think...there

is less glue today in a law firm for both women and

minorities because you have far more...white men in senior positions still in law firms.
So there's less natural mentoring that tends to go on" fo.

44). Mentoring in this day and

age, where partnership ranks are swelled with men and few women limits women
associates' opportunities, unless a male partner is

willing and is in a position to advarlce

his protdg6. O'Leary and Ickovics (1992), state "...mentorship is being recognized by
corporations as a formal component of overall career and human resource development"
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(p.22). Without mentoring

the road to partnership is riddled with setbacks that can have

a devastating affect on young women associate's opportunity to advancement.

Support from the top is limited at best in the current legal practice. Women in the
legal profession, however, find it hard to find mentors that are willing to allow them to
practice in their own way. Law firms cannot allow this leadership tool to be forgotten.

Mentoring is a tool that all young associates, especially women, need to advance.
especially women. Locating another female lawyer may be

difficult. If a woman lawyer

mentor is not available, they must seek out a male attorney to assist in their mentoring. I
have discussed the fact that many women lawyers that have made it to the top feel that
other women lawyers need to "make it on their own" without any support from them as
they had to do. This idea is preposterous and yet it remains an obstacle just the sarne,

with few options available if the top partners in a firm fail to recognize or ignore the
1SSUe.

Similar to the lack of mentoring by women, many women associates need to be
educated by law firms on how the structure of the law firm works as well as understand

the following:

"First understand what is going on in your firm. What does the
pipeline to partnership look like? Where along it is there a gender
gap? How much is this costing the firm? What are the barriers that
women in your firm identiff? What are your competitors doing?
Once you have

fully

assessed the current conditions, then set up

systems and training to address the issues identified in the assessment.

Any initiatives that you set up will need a formal structure and that is
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the third step" (Sherman et al., 2003, p. 14).

Law firms can have a clear pathway to partnership that all associates can understand and
are advised of from the very beginning. This would allow associates to understand the

importance of their decisions when it comes to work/life balance issues. For example,
understanding immediately how a decision will affect one's career, instead of finding it
out after the decision was made to go part-time, can have a profound effect on an
associate's comfort level with the firm and give the associate the opportunity to plan their
personal life with that of their professional career.

C. WHAT WOMEN CAN DO TO CREATE CHANGE.
Women lawyers in upper partnership levels are in a position to change this
profession. They can no longer watch as other women lawyers struggle like they have
had to

do. They

need to step up to the plate and assist these women to crack the "glass

ceiling" in obtaining leadership positions. They must stand up and be the voice of those
to come who realize that women lawyers should and can have a work/life balance that is

functional for the law firm and for the

family. It will

not necessarily be a perfect

balance, but a balance that allows a woman to have satisfaction in her career and with her

family.
Warren Farrell (as cited in Clark,2006, p. 1) believed that, "'Women make
sacrifices at work in exchange for greater happiness in their lives as a whole..." which
supports the idea that a woman must make sacrifices in order to become a partner and
that these sacrifices are crucial elements to women lawyers' struggles with staying in law

firms and becoming partners. Haidt (2006) proposes, "Happiness requires changing
yourself and changing your world. It requires pursuing your own goals and fitting in with
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others..." (p. 242). Women base a large part of their happiness on finding a work/life
balance that includes their professional aspirations and their family.

Another issue that affects women's advancement opportunities is that many
women tend to believe that they will be recognized for doing a good job and should not
have to promote themselves to their partners. Promoting themselves is not something

that comes naturally to most people. Women who want to make partner have to promote

their own case with the senior partners and do it with confidence. Women associates
must continue to strive to excel and when they do, make sure the appropriate parties are
aware of the quality of the job performed. Stiller Rikleen (2006) stated

it well: "How can

women who are trained to advocate passionately for others feel inhibited to speak up for
themselves" (p. 216),
Understanding the demands of the profession, the importance of family and the
structure of advancement in law firms of today can make a difference for many women
entering the field. Women lawyers must also take a closer look at the reasons they are
entering the field. There is enough literature out in the field currently to understand the
requirements of becoming a partner in a law
every woman must realize that

firm. Rhode (2003) states it very clearly that

"...if we want to lead, we need to take charge of our own

development" (p. 160). The young women that are currently entering law school have to
develop a clear path to their leadership position and should do that within the first few
years of being

hired. It was suggested that an individual should, "Dig deep into your

chosen area of expertise in the first five years of your career" ("Break the Glass Ceiling",
2006, p. 1). Just getting into the f,rrm is not enough. Young women associates must seek
out the information that is necessary for them to reach the upper echelons of the law firms
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for whom they work as well as to figure out the pathway to partnership within those first
few formative years. This early devotion to a young associate's career can make the
difference between becoming a partner or not. The early five years of "digging into the

firm's political structure" can assist later when maintaining
crucial to a woman's personal

a well-balanced

life. It will also assist a young

work life is

woman lawyer from

burning out later on when her family life becomes enmeshed with family commitments,
which will conflict with the requirements of the profession. This means finding the right
balance of commitment to the law

times in a woman's

firm and to their own personal satisfaction at crucial

life. This is no easy task, but it cannot be ignored if a woman lawyer

wants to be in leadership positions where they can have more influence on the profession.
D, WHAT LAW SCHOOLS CAN DO TO CREATE CHANGE

Another aspect to this problem is the way in which young associates, in particular
women lawyers, are being educated. "The American Bar Association has expressed
concern about the legal community's failure to prepare law students for what their life

will

be like once they enter into the profession" (Stiller Rikleen,2006, p. 396). We know

that women have been entering law school in roughly equal numbers as their male
counterparts for over ten years (Exhibit A). Law Schools does not appear to prepare
young women for the realities of entering law firms. The crucial elements necessary to
achieve partnership in a law

firm are not being taught. Understanding that education can

play an important role in a woman's ability to recognize opportunities and mentors that

will

assist them in their reaching leadership positions, is a crucial element lacking in the

education of women lawyers. Krakauer and Chen (2003) stated that, "...law schools and
career counselors may have a role to play in educating female law students and assisting
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them to develop the skills necessary for addressing those barriers as they enter the

profession" (p. 73). Without the knowledge of how the partnership structure is
organized, many young women associates struggle and leave the profession at a faster
rate than their male counterparts. Knowledge can be a key aspect for understanding the

political aspects of the law firm partnership track. Without it many women associates do
not have a chance to reach the top, even if the top law schools in the country have
educated them. Education is part of the solution to the issue of preparing women lawyers

who enter the legal firms of today.
The failure to address the difficulties of becoming a partner is a disservice to the
profession as well as to the men and women who enter the profession. Stiller Rikleen
(2006) stated " ...a law firm is not any different than the Army. ..that there are two things
you have to know to succeed. First, who gives out the assignments? Second, when and
where do you get your meals" (p.47). The amount of hows and sacrifices in becoming a
partner must be weighed in a similar fashion to those in our armed forces. In other
words, understanding the importance of observing who's who in a law firm and who has
the ability to shoot you into the fast track to partnership is a crucial element that was not
being addressed by the law sshools until recently. The University of St. Thomas School

of Law put into effect a mentoring program that "...provides students with an
introduction to a wide range of lawyering tasks and judicial activities, as well as the true
meaning of professionalism" (Lore,2007a, p.

l6).

This is a good start, but the mentoring

program needs to address the fundamental aspects of how to advance to partnership in a
Iaw firm.
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Another solution that follows the same line of educating women lawyers is that of
educating lawyers on the fundamental differences between how men and women address

situations. Understanding the differences between how a man would approach a case and
how a woman would approach a similar case, can assist many women in recognizing a
partner who approaches a case in similar ways and would be willing to mentor them in
the firm for whom they are currently employed. This would help them become leaders in

their firm at a quicker rate than what is currently the norrn and with a lot less stress.
Women's education currently does not address the issue of how one becomes a partner in
a male dominated profession.

Women can and have proven that they are able to handle high-powered positions.
Women who have come before the new graduates of 2007 have laid apath that all
women can follow in creating change in a fie1d that needs more women working at higher

Ievels. This is critical to bringing

a

higher quality of practice to the legal profession. The

state of Minnesota is one of the leaders in bringing more and more women into power,

"...Minnesota made history when it comes to women in the law. With [Esther]
Tomljanovich's appointment to the Supreme Court in 1990 and [Sandra] Gardebring's
the following year, Minnesota became the first state in the nation with a majority

women on its highest Court" (Lore, 2007a, p.
and

l7).

of

In the State of Minnesota, women can

will bring diversity to the legal profession, but only if they continue to

demand

changes that altow women to advance to key leadership positions, without having to

sacrifice who they are or who they want to be.

With a firm understanding of the issues, one can suggest solutions for moving
through the ranks to positions of leadership. This is a key that women can obtain by
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finding mentors who are aware of the particular requirements in the legal firm for whom
they work. Tucker and Niedzjeklo (1994) described this issue as follows:

"the MacCrate Report challenges the legal community-law schools,
the profession and individuals to take a more active role in teaching
students about the 'realities of practice and the potential paths to a

variety of careers within the professions" (p. I 1).
Through the coordination efforts of law firms, law schools and the women lawyers
themselves, additional headway can be made toward overcoming the current obstacles to
the advancement of women in the legal field.

IV. CONCLUSION
In a society whose workforce reflects many different religions, different genders
and different races, we must embrace the strengths that we all bring to the table. The

legal field is no exception. First and foremost is the fact that women lawyers must
practice law the way they feel they should, not the way they "think" the male lawyers

would. Women can no longer afford to try to maintain the facades that they can practice
the same way men do. Women must learn to use their own style in the legal practice and
use

it to their advantage. Women bring

a unique style

of problem solving. Women

lawyers can be valuable assets to a law firm, since women lawyers by nature tend to try

to find solutions to problems.
There are four obstacles preventing law firms from achieving an appropriate
degree of diversity, professional requirements, social norrns, gender bias and the "glass

ceiling". The professional requirement of long billable hours is causing associates to
seek other opportunities in order to have more

family time. Law firms will have to
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redesign the number of hours spent in the office in order to maintain the top associates for

their firms. Larger and larger numbers of firms are becoming more flexible with their
schedules for young associates. They rcalize that a happy employee can increase the

overall quality of billable hours. Associates are able to focus more on what they are
doing than on what they are missing. Furthermore, if associates are happy both at work
and at home, there is less chance of them leaving to pursue less demanding opportunities?

This is a huge benefit to the firm by avoiding the cost of hiring and training replacement
associates.

Women often pursue different sareer paths then male attorneys mainly due to the
professional requirements of billable hours, marketing, etc. These two major

responsihilities of billable hours and marketing are necessary to obtain partnership and
occur when most young women are getting married and having families. The statistical
data show that many women lawyers were leaving law firms to become in house

corporate counsels, so that they had more time for their family and did not have the

billable hour requirements of a law firm. Women lawyers should not have to choose a
certain career path just to obtain leadership positions within the firms. Those that choose
an alternative schedule seldom reached partnership. These women lawyers were forced

to choose their family over their career. Men did not seem to be affected by this by the
data available.

The lack of women mentors is another obstacle impeding women's advancement.
Many young women associates try to line herself up with a partner and find that there are
few women mentors available and the ones that are, tend to be less helpful than the male
partners. Women lawyers must take a stand and help younger women lawyers to advance
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to leadership positions. Law firms are recognizing the fact that diversity is becoming a
factor within society and women must assist other women in advancing before changes

will

occur.

Another significant problem is the failure of some women to understand the
professional requirements of advancement within a law

firm. Women must recognize the

importance of picking out a mentor who will promote them to partnership, by practicing
the way that is comfortable. By observing who would promote a woman associate the

way she is comfortable in practicing, will increase the likihood that the associate will be
recognized for her strengths and not her weaknesses or inability to adapt. Women must
take time to figure out the dynamics of a law

firm before aligning him or herself with

a

padner.
Societal norms have historically been an obstacle to the advancement of women

in law firms. Those norms, however, are slowly changing to where women are no longer
seen as

'Just" a homemaker and mother. Women are being recognized in many worlds

as

being strong businesswomen and the legal field is no different. Women lawyers can have
both a family and a career and should not allow their profession to force them to choose
between the

two. Our role as mother

and homemaker is important, but so is our ability to

choose to succeed as professionals. We can and are able to create a stable home

environment and have a positive impact on our chosen professions.
The obstacle of gender bias is not going to go away without women continuing to
strive for leadership positions. Law firms

will continue to be male dominated

unless

women continue to strive for partnerships by setting standards that allow women to have
equal opportunities to succeed, without giving up whom they are inside. Gender does not
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decide who is the better lawyer, and a lawyer's identity should not be tied to gender.

Women lawyers can be tough adversaries by practicing their own way and should be

viewed as less capable because they maybe more emotional. A lawyer such as Justice
Sandra Day O'Conner is known, not because she is a women lawyer, but because she is
an intelligent woman who has the ability to make crucial decisions.

All women lawyers

have the ability to succeed because they are smart lawyers, not because they are women.
Gender bias and the "glass ceiling" are tied to the same issue that has plagued

many professions, and that was seeing women as incompetent in the business world.
Women were for centuries, left at home to care for the children and to maintain the home.

Men went out and created a world that was designed to benefit the male gender.
However, as this world becomes more diversified, the ability of the law firms to maintain
a male dominated

field has crumbled, The "glass ceiling" will continue to plague law

firms until the upper management levels become more diversified. With diversity law
firms will begin to recognize that a "glass ceiling" does not protect the profession, but
creates an atmosphere wherein the profession

will die. Law firms must recognize this

fact quickly, as most corporations have already. Diversity at the top brings about more
opportunities, which

will in the end create a firm that provides

stable representation of its

client long into the future.
The research reveals that many requirements of the legal professional were
influenced by societal norrns and those two obstacles were impacted greatly by gender
bias, which has created a "glass ceiling" for the advancement of women. What is

surprising is how the obstacles overlap each other. When I began this research I had the
idea that gender bias and the "glass ceiling" were the primary issues plaguing law firms.
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I believed that women were being excluded from partnership, unless they were willing to
give up on who they were. This was not entirely the case. Whether the professional
requirements were created to keep women out of the profession is no longer the issue that

it once was, as many of the articles and books addressing this subject pointed out that the
current professional requirements are also having an effect on young male associates.

Law firms must address the quality of billable hours that are being required as they will
continue to lose their top associates, who are smart enough to recognuze that they can find
other opportunities to practice law, without the hours that are required by law firms.

Law firms are becoming more flexible, and this is beginning to have a positive
effect on the number of women that are staying to practice law for law firms. The
profession is beginning to recognize the fact that if they are losing their top recruits to
other employers, they

will not be able to provide the top-notch quality of work, even if

they maintain their billable hours. Our society is demanding diversity and unless the
partners of today's law firms recognize the need to be diversified, they

will no longer

be

able to compete for the top lawyers, as women lawyers are here to stay and are no longer

willing to be forced to choose between a career in a law firm and a family. Women want
both and

will find where they

can have both.

Women like former U,S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Conner and

former U.S. Attorney General JanetReno are prime examples of women who have fought
their way through the obstacles to achieve what all women can and want to do. But they
are a token

few. We cannot all

be Supreme Court Justices or Attorney General, but we

should be given the same opportunity to attain that position just like any men.
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EXHIBIT A
WOMEN ENTERING LAW SCHOOL
PERCENTAGE
YEAR
t97 0

8.5Yo *

1996
2000-2003
2004
2005

42Yo**
58o/o+ *
47.50A**
52Yo* *

+ Stiller Rikleen,2006, p. 10. Details the percentage of women entering law schools

nationwide.
++Lore, M. 2006. Details the percentage of women entering Minnesota Law Schools.
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EXHIBIT B
2OO5

GENDER COMPOSITION OF RESPONDING FIRMS
2005
Male

Female

186

lt8

clerkships

(6t%)

(3e%)

Associate
positions

596

465

(s6%)

(44%)

1, 178

258

(82%)

(18%)

65

l8

(78%)

(22%)

23

31

(43o/o)

(s7%)

r23

34

(78%)

(22%)

65

25

(12%)

(28%)

) )7)

949

(70%)

(30%)

Summer

positions or

Equiry
partners /
Shareholders

Non-equity
I

partners

9

Contract or
staff attorneys

Of counsel

Other

Total
Composition
of Firms

(2005 Minnesota State Bar Associations Self Audit for Gender and Minoritv Equity,
Figure l, p. 14)
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EXHIBIT C
PARTICIPATION ON KEY COMMITTEES IN RESPOI\DING LAW FIRMS
r997

Male

Committee

2005

2000

Female

Male

Female

Male

2005

Female

Male

Female

of

color

all

of color

20

109

l8

98

20

tt2

l5

(86%)

(14%)

(83%)

(17%)

(88%)

(12%)

(2%)

(0%)

110

20

120

23

129

23

I

2

(8s%)

(1s%)

(84%)

(r6%)

(85%)

(ls%)

(0.7%')

66

9

141

32

r64

47

4

(t%)
I

(88%)

(12%)

(82%)

(18%)

(78%)

(22%)

(2%)

(0.s%)

598

) )a)

949

136

113

Compensation

Executive/

all

management
Partnership
CP

lection

Total

1,467

565

1,419

afforneys

(72%) (28%)

(7

r%) (2e%) (70%) (30%) (4%)

in firms

(2005 Minnesota State Bar Associations Self Audit for Gender and Minority Equity,
Figure 23, p. 46)

(4%)
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EXHIBIT D
ATTORNEYS USING ALTERNATIVE SCHEDULES IN FTRMS BY GENDER
AND RACE
Law Firm

2000

1995

Male

Female

Male

Female

2005
Male Female all

2005

of
color

Male

Female

of color

all
Total using
Alternative
Schedules

Total
Composition

195

28

43

36

63

(3e%)

(6r%)

(36%)

(64%)

(s1%)

648

) )7)

1,467

565

I,453

I

l0

(43%)

(2%)

{3%)

949

136

148

(72%) (?s%) (6e%) (3r%) (70%) (30%) (4%)

(2005 Minnesota State Bar Associations Self Audit for Gender and Minority Equity,
Figure 26, p. 53)

Note: Alternate schedules include part-time, contract work, etc.

I

13

(4%)
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EXHBIT E
LAW FIRM OFFERS
M:F

Type of Position
Associate
(

Partner

1995

1.0:1.0
106:103)*
3.5: I .0
(2 1 :6)

M:F

1996

1.5:1.0

(146:97)
4.5:1.0
(36:8)

M:F 1997
1.3:1.0
(1 66:1

28)

2.3: 1.0
(21 :9)

M:F 2000
1.4:1.0

(197:l 4s)
4.3:1.0
(81 :19)

+Actual numbers are shown in parentheses
(Minnesota State Bar Association, Self-Audit For Gender Equality 1995-2000, Table 5,
p. 6)
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EXHIBT F
AGREEME]\T WITH OCCURRENCE OF SELECTED INSTANCES OF
GENDBR BIAS BY GENDER
Male

Female

marks or

Srrongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Somewhat
Agree
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Disagree

Fra\ /

170

26%

24%

43%

3%

17o/o

23%

57%

3%

26%

36%

35%

0

8%

24%

68%

40%

24%

23%

zvo

t2%

27%

60%

31%

38%

r8%

l40h

2o/o

aao/
LLTO

27%

49%

25%

45%

r6%

l4Vo

4%

25%

3r%

40%

Strongly

Strongly

okes

women
made at
lace

Remarks or
,jokes

,demeaning
ito women

ln
r3%
Female
attorneys are
addressed by
first narnes

or terms of
endearment
when male
attorneys are
not
Female

attorneys are
asked if they
are attorneys
when male
aftorneys are
not
Comments
:&re ITIode

about the
physical
appearance

or apparel of
female
attorneys
when no
'such

comments
ere ffiirde
about male
attomeys

(2005 Minnesota State Bar Associations Self Audit for Gender and Minority Equity,
Figure 9, p. 23)
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